Dec. 06, 2021

Dear Preprints Editorial Office,

I would like to submit the manuscript entitled “Deriving the Von Koch inequality without using the Riemann Hypothesis” by “Seiji Fujino” to be considered for publication as “an original article” in the Preprints.

We derive Von Koch's inequality without using the Riemann Hypothesis. As well known, Von Koch's inequality is equivalent to the Riemann Hypothesis. Namely, we show that the Riemann Hypothesis is true. We believe these findings will be of interest to the readers of your journal.

We declare that this manuscript is original, has not been published before and is not currently being considered for publication elsewhere.

We know of no conflicts of interest associated with this publication, and there has been no significant financial support for this work that could have influenced its outcome. As the corresponding author, I would like the manuscript to be peer-reviewed and approved you’re your publication.

I am a general office worker and do not belong to public institutes such as universities or academic societies. However, we hope you find our manuscript suitable for publication and look forward to hearing from you in due course.

Yours Sincerely,

Seiji Fujino
RHC Institute.
Postal address : No.702, Shinjuku Komuro BLD., 4-1-22 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Zip code: 160-0022
Email: xfujino001@gmail.com